Re-imagining DA

Oversight
Anyting we can do
to automate the
regulatory activity
that Lloyd's
impose on us a
fantastic thing

Onboarding
Is
sponsorship
required?
The perception
of sponsorship
is perceived as
antiquated

Broker

At what point
does this stop
and become
relationship
building?

Its important for a new
CH when entering the
marketplace to have
backing of a syndicate
who is willing to engage
them.

From a Broker
perspective, there is
value in sponsorship
as provides early
opportunity for a
proposition

CH

Ability to use
automation to check
adhereance to
standards, both
onboarding and
ongoing would save
lots of eﬀort and time

Separate
Lloyd's market
level base
checks from
UW checks

Syndicates
unwilling to
sponsor unless
there's a deal at
the end of it
Agreeing a standard
for due dill is key to
this and the
challenge to do this
should not be
underestimated

LeadMA
Removing annual
attestation, simplifying
due diligence to ask
what is needed when
needed and make this
visible to those who
need to see it is great

Follow

Claims

Initial contact

Lead
underwriting:

Digital
comms

Lead capacity
placement

Build & collaborate
on proposition

Opportunity for
Lead assessment to
be seen by Follows
to remove duplicate
requests for
information

Connectivity to
support own
system usage
for U/W

Important for
Follows to conﬁrm
they have reviewed,
conducted own
checks and
accepted.

Be mindful that a
conversation between
follow and Lead could
'panic' the discussion and
delay rather than speed up.
This is something the
Broker can assist with.

Need to consider
that some entities
place a higher
level of quality on
their own checks

Sometime valid,
but sometimes a
means of
requesting purely
to prove have
done something.

How does this tie
with the good
work that is
underway at
Lloyd's currently?

Sharing data - in one
place has lots of
potential for
streamlining the
compliance and
audit activity that
takes place in DA

Ongoing Compliance
Oversight was a good
idea but seems to have
ﬁzzled out when it
came back to Lloyd's to
take the lead and
mandate.

There is a Lloyd's
audit system, but
everybody works
form email as its a
silo

This should be
automated as
much as
possible - how
far can this go?

Key diﬀerence
here is a uniﬁed
workﬂow that
ties silos
together

Need to replay
this with the
IUA and others
to obtain buy
in

Requires culture
change BUT has
to have a means
of discussion
where it is
needed.

Using automation to
compare/ check/
chase and ﬂag
changes or overdue
by exception has the
potential to save
weeks per case

Flagging by
exception will
save a lot of eﬀort
to MA, Brokers
and Coverholders.

Opportunity
for Lloyd's
to lead on
this activity

The checks
required to
establish regs
compliance
should be exactly
the same for all.

Lloyd's need to step
up and conﬁrm
what information
should be used as
the minimum
standard for
Compliance

Language
could be a
barrier to
centralising
audit activity

Follow capacity
placement

TPA

Existing CH
joins
marketplace

Meet
somehow conference,
intro

Continue
collab
remotely

Meet
somehow conference,
intro

Continue
collab
remotely

Conﬁrmation
received and
starts looking
for lead

CH accepts

Option to
include lead
MA in collab

Compliance is super simple - all you have
to do is drag & drop relevant docs, ﬁll in
appropriate details once.
Similar to beneﬁts of
creating the front end legal
in onboarding, the ability to
discuss details in closer to
real time, formalising the
interaction methods is a
good means of improving
the process

Docs that require renewals, no need to
worry - reminders in place.
Our assurance analytics assess the docs
and provides Lloyd's compliance team
with an assessment rating - assurity.
Once approved you are now a Lloyd's
approved CH, the system will monitor
you real time.

Same principle can
apply to legal amends
where actually needed
but intention would be
to create tru boilerplate
that works for the
market

Opportunity to
create entity
speciﬁc
boilerplate to be
used each time

Product Collaboration

Gone are the days of annual due
diligence - everything is real time.
Ability to
intelligently match
propositions
could work well
but needs to be
simple to use.

Contracting is now super easy.
Sign up once to terms of market and this
allows you to transact with all syndicates
in market.

Option to integrate
with systems like
this as well as option
to use platform
would be beneﬁcial

No more binders.

Sharing
information is
a key part of
solving the
problem

This would be
helpful, but needs
to be real time as
appetite changes
all of the time

Puts a real focus on
the value being
added by the Broker
with this type of
solution available to
Coverholders and
MAs

Brokers can
already do a
good job of
guiding the
prop
Requires the
MAs to keep this
up to date - in
their interest to
do so.

How to play to
the worth of
the broker, vs
making them
lazy

Sharing information
with multiple
syndicates is a
challenge. They all
want diﬀerent
things

Has potential
to positively
impact
productivity as
saves time

Taster document
(short form
proposition)
would be a good
idea to attract
initial interest

Setting out
requirements upfront
adds value to the
process as allows
Coverholders and
Brokers to commence
earlier, saves time.

Same doc
collaboration
is useful,
anything that
saves time

Brokers
should not be
paid to wait
in a queue

The industry
would gain
from tripartite
concurrent
working

Currently done
word of mouth,
this would
provide a central
means of
collaborating

Love the
collaboration
part, it would
help in
placement

Supports
ongoing analysis
and suggested
amends to
boilerplate

Selects lead

Provided with
recommended
capacity leads based
on trading patterns /
exposed appetites.

Now all workﬂow
easily happens in app

Broker knows who
they would like to
have as Lead capacity
on the this.

Can collaborate in
diﬀerent methods chooses to meet in
lounge

Notiﬁcations, the
Room Calendar

Find follow select top 5 +

Meet lead

Lead capacity
review

This in turn will help
more junior brokers

CH notiﬁed and is able
to input easily

UW receives
alert that
wordings /
Claims / DUM
etc are happy

Lead MA
anlyses prop +
sends

MA has a few
ﬁnal questions
for CH

Data needs would be
diﬀerent for each market. A
real-time means of
encouraging DA to ask for
the data it needs whilst
being no worse of better
than the alternative market

Collab

Binding & Placing

Option for
workﬂow to
obtain capacity
approvals has
good potential for
improvement

Once signed
oﬀ, sharing
with Lloyd's
then brings
duplication

Diﬀerences
between Lead and
Follows should be
an exception not
the norm.

If the syndicate
is happy enough
to invest, do
Lloyd's need to
have approval?

Opportunity for
Lloyd's to set a
standard and
stop providing
approval

Follows raising
queries with Leads
has potential but
can't be allowed to
become
underwriting by
committee

MA has clear and
deﬁned auditable
record between all
parties and all actions
- can check UW has
given appropriate
consideration prior to
underwriting

Dashboard to
represent all detail
and data, workﬂow in
one place and fully
customisable for MA's
internal processes

What is the
base level
Lloyd's
need?

CH able to track status
throughout

Possibility for ongoing
capacity type
arrangements would
work well for some
current binders but not
necessarily a solution
for all

TPA is alerted that they are included on a
binder and can conﬁrm that they are able to
handle

Renewal date
is useful for
the harder
negotiation
discussions

"Are you able to handle this, do you have
capacity?"

Could use
to create a
digital
market list.

Multi-year binders
are constrained
by inability form
Lloyd's to support
change to
contract year end.

Every now and then it it
is the right thing to do
to refresh to contract easier to do for Sole
but becomes more
complicated for
Lead/Follow

This enables the customer beneﬁt and claims
handling is sped up.
Currently 12 month
contract provides a
means of ensuring
that Underwriters
are forced to reassess performance
and re-commit

Comms
options could
include phone,
DM, email,
video call

Being used as
a means of
continuous
performance

12 mnth
forces good
behaviour
from UW

If performance
information is close
to real time, is this
needed as a means
of nudging
Underwriter
behaviour?

Is there a means
of separating
contract duration
from commission
review
timeframes?

Checklist

Business plan

1 required item
2 required item
3 required item
4 required item
5 required item
6 required item

Tag your proposition

All detail digitised,
auditable, traceable
Real-time interaction
and collab between all
parties enabling
quicker placement of
capacity
SPEED and removes
duplication and
ineﬃciencies

Rating
A useful means of
supporting making
the case to bring
TPAs onto panel.
Raising the bar to
support the
proposition.

Your favourites (5)

Overdue
Marine

Property
Flood
Conduct

Actions required

Cargo

Activity
M edwards @
Aegis

digital DA Marketplace

S Smith @
Aegis

Actions

Assign to

View history

Set reminder

M Michaels @
Coverholder

Product
Collaboration

Streamline onboarding so that it
takes days rather than 6-12 months

Use digital tools connect &
collaborate on bringing new
propositions to market

Oversight

Use data and digital tools to automate
checks where possible, reduce/remove
duplication and manage by exception

Rating

Use rating/scores for each DA party to
drive decision making on propositions,
capacity and compliance checks

Binding &
Placing

Streamline methods of obtaining
capacity for a proposition, covering
both sole funded and lead/follow

Claims
Handling

Connect Proposition, Policy and Claims
data so stakeholders have better and
quicker access to the information

Ongoing
Capacity

Provide capacity on an ongoing
basis and streamline how capacity
is reduced or removed

Funding

Manage the movement and
reconciliation of funds used for capacity,
premium income and claims payments

Outside of your network (7)

U.S
Canada

Completed

Germany
Italy
United Kingdom

Auto

Doc uploaded

Auto

Manual Conf

Australia

S Stone @
Coverholder

Onboarding

Legal Expenses
Financial Institutions

Territory

France

S Williams @
Howden

"Use Ex e n e is a ma v
pa of ho su s l so h
li t i wi be
"

"AP s to da s o s d i s t e ex

Auto

New Zealand

Actions

Bahamas

"If we're mo g to a wo d w e we're no wo n
f o Lon as mu , t i mo is a go me
of en n ex it an e c y"

Assign to

View history

Sign

"D , P , Con c Bu l - al ad va bu t e
ne to be jo
up to ge t e da in on p a to
re y ge us w e we ne to ge to"

"It s o d ha an AP ca gu an
we ho t a su r ex n
co c it an da ex n g"

en in a si l la

Lloyd's need to
take a stronger
position of
what good
looks like.

Universal rating system for
TPA’s, so syndicates can
only accept TPAs with 4
and above rating, it gives
the opportunity to choose
TPA who’s most suitable.

Objective rating
useful - subjective
rating could eﬀect
CH with not as much
opportunity to
prove themselves

Catastrophe

"

"If we're b i g a ne
s te in p a , ha to be a
si l on t a re
st e
ne to us mu p ot s.
Can be ju an r
s te to ad in t e mi !"

Conﬁrmation
of placement

Placement is now
digital, speed,
eﬃciency, no more
wet stamps.

Oversight

Class

Conﬁrmation
of placement

TPA told that
they are
handling
claims - access
to policy
wording

This is a great
idea for
supporting
TPA selection

Idea

Conﬁrmation
of placement

e-stamps

Approves in
principle

Claims
should be as
important
as UW

Collab on relationships

Conﬁrmation
of placement

e-stamps

e-stamps

Collab

Claims handling
not being good
enough - big
reason for
losing business

Collab on prop

e-Stamps

Approves in
principle

Ongoing capacity

Claims receive
and review
prop

To make this
work, Lloyd's
need to take a
stronger position
and mandate
some uniformity

Approves in
principle

centralised version
of truth.

All workﬂow is now in
real-time and in
platform.

Be good to look
claims from a
straight through
processing
viewpoint
There's a need for
some available
tooling in claims
rather than just
access to data

Conﬁrmation
of placement

CH triggers
stamp

Collab

Need to
consider the
data maturity
of individual
entities.

Conﬁrmation
of placement

Broker can now
choose a number of
mediums to comms
with follow

Full transparency
availble to CH and
treated as real
partner - full
visibility of
placement process

Lead approves
in principle

Broker triggers
stamp

Follow Market

System auto
generates suggestive
list based oﬀ past
trading experience

All details and context
available realtime with
all parties able to
collab and contribute

Supporting dual
market becomes
easier to maintain
where data is one
place and can be
analysed

Using digital to
make
improvements at
lower cost than
currently possible
to do

CH receives
alert and
updated
status

CH answers
questions

Be cautious
about putting
anything related
to proﬁtability in
a rating

The main focus
shouldn’t be on
reputation, the most
important is the
service that has
been delivered.

Reward good
behaviour penalise lack
of consistency

Measure with
sanctions
should include
things like
data quality

rating to get
in market could be
really useful

There's a
diﬀerence in
rating to join and
using rating for
ongoing
relationship

Opportunity to use to
support a more forward
thinking approach to
supporting newer entrants,
those with debt but
conﬁdence is high on good
return

Continued
rating unlikely
to replace the
U/W
conversations
Objective rating is a
good idea, but it’s
diﬃcult when
somebody is a
smaller player, they
don’t have enough
transactional data.

An element
that generally
results in nonentry is
ﬁnancials

Claims Handling
Connect
UW with
claims

Claim referral
payment delays how can visibility of
information,
timeliness in one
place assist with
this?

Ability to engage
TPA at point of
binding, not when
ready to sign
would add a lot of
value

Supports early
engagement with
TPA and bring
them into the
discussion before
binder is signed

Basic mechanics
of improving
visibility of status
and timeline will
add value

Claims
quality
data

Remove
complaints
with this
too

Notiﬁcations of Claim
status form platform could
bring time savings and
improve the Customer
experience and anxiety
during the claim journey

